
JETSET is presenting its A/W 2022/2023
Collection

From The Slopes To The City

Luxury fashion meets high-end performance gear

St Moritz, November 2022 – From The Slopes To The City. JETSET,
the Swiss luxury sportswear pioneer is presenting its latest
collection for A/W 2022 / 2023 that shows especially the
versatility of its apparel.
A multipurpose collection for women and men, for everyone who
desires luxury fashion combined with high-end performance
functionality. Offering the customer contemporary style,
comfort, and innovative fabrics, from the slopes to après-ski,
to the city.
JETSET always has understood how to create hybrids. Skiing
apparel that meets high-performance requirements that can be
worn off the slopes as an outstanding fashion piece. The
innovative, cruelty-free produced fabrics and fillings,
windproof, water-repelling, and breathable, keep you
comfortable, dry, and warm while granting mobility to focus on
your skiing abilities to enjoy your day on the slopes. The
design meets high fashion standards and makes it an eyecatcher
on the mountains and surely back on the streets when the
skiing day is done. JETSET´s customers should feel sexy and
self-confident, and they should be able to show it, even when
the Snow is falling and calling you for active outdoor
adventures.

Inspired by archive looks, the colours orange, purple, and
olive dominate the women’s collection and give you a bit of
the 70s Swiss heritage vibe. The original JETSET logo was
reinterpreted in a new way becoming the unique Jacquard logo
knitwear, used for overalls, pullovers, turtlenecks, and cap
tops.
Iconic pieces like the Tiby Ski Pants are brought into the
future with high-tech fabrics and modern style.



The menswear collection consists of classic activewear with a
twist. If you want to go glam, with silver and gold or
eyecatchers like the multifoil style, bold with color blocking
or classic with subtle colour schemes combined with Jacquard
logo knitwear. Either way, you are prepared for all occasions
this winter.

Craftsmanship & Originality meet Sustainability
As a true pioneer, JETSET focuses on sustainability and brings
consciousness to the slopes and the streets, using a technical
filling, made from 100%-recycled fibers from PET bottles as a
perfect alternative to down. And with its products entirely
produced in Europe, eco-friendly and fair production processes
(Bluesign® certified) are also a standard to keep JETSET`s
high-quality demands in place, together with innovative
fabrics from Schoeller Textil AG to guarantee the best
functional luxury clothing on the market.

Wholesale
Besides consolidating collaborations with German luxury
retailers Lodenfrey, Engelhorn, Breuninger, Oberpollinger,
KaDeWe, and Braun, JET SET boosts its partnerships with giants
of online shopping such as Mytheresa, Farfetch, Browns
Fashion, Net-a-Porter, as well as Turkey’s leading fashion
name Beymen and renowned sportswear retailer Gorsuch in the
USA.

About JETSET
Founded in 1969 in the Swiss Alpine resort of St. Moritz, JETSET has prided
itself on the creation of luxury skiwear from the beginning, continuously
setting new standards and trends within this segment. 
Being widely known for its high-performance apparel, coupled with a passion
for progressive designs, it’s the core principles that define the JETSET
spirit – a feeling of style consciousness for all seasons, transitioning
effortlessly from the ski resort to the street. 
Together with the Bluesign® certified swiss textile company Schoeller
Textil AG, JETSET places great value on sustainability and innovation,
eliminating all down. As an alternative to down, JETSET is working with a
technical filling, produced with 100%-recycled fibers from PET bottles,
manufacturing eco-friendly sportswear made 100% in Europe, mainly Italy.
This has been the key to JETSET’s ongoing success in producing exclusive
sports and streetwear for conscientious consumers.
Since 2022 JETSET is not only using its expertise to create
state-of-the-art luxury skiwear but also pushing its high standards towards
athletic street- and swimwear for the spring/summer collections. With this
new approach, JETSET can be worn all year long. 



JETSET is available at mytheresa.com, Net-a-porter.com, farfetch.com,
Brownsfashion.com, and in selected stores and boutiques around the globe,
with two JETSET stores located in St. Moritz and Davos.

Visit us at https://jetset.ch/
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